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Mr. Amzie Moore
614 Chrisman Avenue
Cleveland, Mississippi
Dear Amzie:
As I have indicated before, I am very anxious to get together some materials about your center as one of the developing Highlander-type centers
in the South, we are-getting out a -two-year-- report in which-we-want t o —
feature your work as one of the outstanding creative centers in Mississippi. To do this most effectively, I need to have some pictures of groups
with which you are working, buildings that are used, or a picture of one
building if it is identified with the center.
I need to have these materials by March 30 in order to include them in
the report we are now preparing. If you have no pictures, please send
us a written report of the work you are doing so that we can include
that. I think it should include the programs you have run in the past,
how effective they have been and any outstanding results, and any
programs you are planning for the future. I shall be waiting anxiously
to hear from you.
I am also very anxious to hear how the Workshop for Negro City, County
and State Candidates is coming along. Mrs. Montgomery called me and
seemed to be very excited about preparations, but since then it has
been a complete blank. As you know, Highlander Center is committed to
helping out financially. We need to know when you need some money and
the amount in order that we can send it on„
I am looking forward to hearing from you about materials for the report
we will be putting out.
Sincerely yours,
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C.Conrad Browne
CCB/lk

